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Abstract. Let G be a group and g a non-trivial element in G. If some non-

empty finite product of conjugates of g equals to the trivial element, then g is
called a generalized torsion element. To the best of our knowledge, we have

no hyperbolic 3–manifold groups with generalized torsion elements whose rank

is explicitly known to be greater than two. The aim of this short note is to
demonstrate that for a given integer n > 1 there are infinitely many closed

hyperbolic 3–manifolds Mn which enjoy the property: (i) the Heegaard genus

of Mn is n, (ii) the rank of π1(Mn) is n, and (ii) π1(Mn) has a generalized
torsion element. Furthermore, we may choose Mn as homology lens spaces

and so that the order of the generalized torsion element is arbitrarily large.

1. Introduction

Let G be a group and let g be a non-trivial element in G. If some non-empty
finite product of conjugates of g equals to the identity, then g is called a generalized
torsion element. In particular, any non-trivial torsion element is a generalized
torsion element. As a natural generalization of the order of torsion element, the
order of the generalized torsion element g is defined as

min{k ≥ 2 | ∃x1, . . . , xk ∈ G s.t. (x1gx
−1
1 )(x2gx

−1
2 ) · · · (xkgx

−1
k ) = 1}.

A group G is said to be bi-orderable if G admits a strict total ordering < which
is invariant under multiplication from the left and right. That is, if g < h, then
agb < ahb for any g, h, a, b ∈ G. In this paper, the trivial group {1} is considered
to be bi-orderable.

It is easy to see that a bi-orderable group does not have a generalized torsion
element. Thus the existence of generalized torsion element is an obstruction for a
group to be bi-orderable. It is known that the converse does not hold in general [10,
Chapter 4]. However, for 3–manifold groups (fundamental groups of 3–manifolds),
one may expect that the converse does hold, and in [8] the authors proposed the
conjecture: A 3–manifold group is bi-orderable if and only if it has no generalized
torsion element.
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The conjecture holds for Seifert fiber spaces, Sol manifolds and some infinite
families of hyperbolic 3–manifolds [8]. Recently Sekino [15] proves the conjecture
for once punctured torus bundles. In particular, he exhibits tunnel number two
once punctured torus bundles whose fundamental group has a generalized torsion
element.

We may choose Seifert fiber spaces M so that π1(M) has a generalized torsion
element and the rank of π1(M) is arbitrarily large; see [8].

Since connect summing or gluing along incompressible tori preserves generalized
torsion, we may construct non-Seifert fibered 3–manifolds M so that π1(M) has a
generalized torsion element and arbitrarily large rank. However, these 3–manifolds
are reducible or toroidal. See also [5] for behavior of generalized torsion elements
under prime decomposition and torus decomposition.

Let us restrict our attention to hyperbolic 3–manifold groups. Two-generator,
one-relator hyperbolic 3–manifold groups with generalized torsion elements are
given in [11, 16, 17, 9]. On the other hand, to the best of our knowledge, we have
no hyperbolic 3–manifold groups with generalized torsion elements whose rank is
explicitly known to be greater than two.

From the viewpoint of combinatorial group theory, it seems to be difficult to
handle groups with more than two generators. The aim of this short note is to
demonstrate the following result by using a geometric interpretation of generalized
torsion elements.

Theorem 1.1. For a given integer n > 1 there are infinitely many closed hyper-
bolic 3–manifolds Mn which have the property: (i) the Heegaard genus of Mn is n,
(ii) the rank of π1(Mn) is n, and (iii) π1(Mn) has a generalized torsion element.
Furthermore, we may choose Mn so that H1(Mn;Z) is finite and the order of the
generalized torsion element is arbitrarily large.

2. Singular spanning disk and generalized torsion

We recall a useful construction to produce a generalized torsion element. A
singular spanning disk of a knot K in S3 is a smooth map Φ : D2 → S3 (or, its
image) such that Φ(∂D) = K and that K intersects Φ(intD) transversely in finitely
many points. After orienting K each intersection point Φ(intD∩K) can be assigned
a sign according to the orientations. We call Φ(D) a (p, q)–singular spanning disk
if K intersects Φ(intD) positively in p points and negatively in q points.

For a knot K ⊂ S3, we denote the 3–manifold obtained by p/q–surgery on K by
K(p/q). Without loss of generality, we may assume p ≥ 0.

We recall the following result [6].

Theorem 2.1. Let K be a knot in S3. If K has a (n, 0)–singular spanning disk,
then the image of a meridian µ in π1(K(p/q)) is a generalized torsion element of
order p whenever p

q ≥ n. Similarly, if K has a (0, n)–singular spanning disk, then

the image of a meridian µ in π1(K(p/q)) is a generalized torsion element of order
p whenever p

q ≤ −n.

A singular spanning disk D which has only clasp singularity as illustrated in
Figure 2.1 is said to be coherent if K intersects intD in the same direction. A
typical and fundamental example of (n, 0)– or (0, n)–singular spanning disk is a
coherent clasp disk.
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Figure 2.1. Clasp disk

3. Proof of Theorem 1.1

In this section, we will prove Theorem 1.1 by describing a concrete family of
hyperbolic 3–manifolds.

For completeness we briefly explain rational tangles and their parametrization.
A tangle (B, t) is a pair of a 3–ball B and two disjoint arcs t properly embedded

in B. We say that a tangle (B, t) is trivial if there is a pairwise homeomorphism
from (B, t) to (D2 × I, {x1, x2} × I), where x1, x2 are distinct points. Two tangles
(B, t) and (B, t′) with ∂t = ∂t′ are equivalent if there is a pairwise homeomorphism
h : (B, t) → (B, t′) which is the identity on ∂B.

Let U be the unit 3-ball in R3, and take 4 points NW, NE, SE, SW on the
boundary of U so that NW = (0,−α, α),NE = (0, α, α), SE = (0, α,−α), SW =
(0,−α,−α), where α = 1√

2
. A tangle (U, t) (∂t = {NW,NE, SE, SW}) is rational

if it is a trivial tangle. It should be noted that a rational tangle is invariant under
mutations, i.e. the π–rotations along x–, y–, and z–axis. Any rational tangle can
be constructed from a sequence of integers a1, a2, . . . , an as shown in Figure 3.1,
where the last horizontal twist an may be 0.

a2

an-1

an

a1 a2

a3

an-1

an

(i) n is odd                                             (ii) n is even

-11

0
0

3
3

NW NE

SW SE

NW NE

SW SE

a1
a3

Figure 3.1. Rational tangles.

Each rational tangle can be isotoped into a position given by Figure 3.1, which
is denoted by [a1, a2, . . . , an−1, an]. This sequence gives a parametrization of the
rational tangle by r ∈ Q ∪ {∞}, where the rational number r is given by the
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continued fraction below;

r = an +
1

an−1 +
1

. . .
a2 +

1

a1

.

Thus it is convenient to denote the rational tangle [a1, . . . , an] corresponding to r
by R(r).

Let Kn be a Montesinos knot with rational tangles R1, . . . , Rn−1, Rn, where
Ri = [2,−2, 2] = R( 43 ) for i = 1, . . . , n − 1 and Rn = [−6, 4] = R( 236 ). Then Kn is
a Montesinos knot

M

(
β1

α1
, . . . ,

βn−1

αn−1
,
βn

αn

)
, where

βi

αi
=

4

3
(1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1), and

βn

αn
=

23

6
.

Note that our computational convention is slightly different from that of [2], which
was used in [7], but the symbols αi, βi in [2, 7] and those in this article are the
same.

K

1R R nR2

iR Rn[           ]=  2, -2, 2 [       ]=  -6, 4(i = 1, ..., n-1)

n

Figure 3.2. (2n+ 4, 0)–singular spanning disk for Kn

We collect some desired properties of Kn as several claims.

Claim 3.1. The tunnel number of Kn is n− 1.

Proof. Since gcd(α1, . . . , αn) = 3 ̸= 1, Theorem 0.1(1) and Proposition 6.1 in [7]
shows that the tunnel number of Kn is n− 1. □

For a closed 3–manifold M , we denote its Heegaard genus by g(M). Obviously
we have rank π1(M) ≤ g(M).
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Claim 3.2. Assume that p is even. Then g(Kn(p/q)) = rank π1(Kn(p/q)) = n.

Proof. Since p is even and gcd(α1, . . . , αn) = 3 ̸= 1, we apply Theorem 0.1(3) and
Proposition 6.1 in [7] to obtain the desired result. □

Claim 3.3. π1(Kn(p/q)) has a generalized torsion element of order p whenever
p/q ≥ 2n− 4.

Proof. As shown in Figure 3.2, we have a singular spanning disk Φ: D → S3 such
that Φ(∂D) = Kn and Kn intersects Φ(intD) positively in 2(n − 1) + 6 = 2n + 4
points, i.e. Kn bounds a (2n+ 4, 0)–singular spanning disk. Hence, it follows from
Theorem 2.1 that π1(Kn(p/q)) has a generalized torsion element of order p whenever
p/q ≥ 2n+ 4. □

Claim 3.4. Kn is a hyperbolic knot.

Proof. Following [12], Kn is either a hyperbolic knot or a torus knot. If n ≥ 3, then
the tunnel number of Kn is n− 1 ≥ 2 (Claim 3.1). Since any nontrivial torus knot
has tunnel number one [1], Kn is a hyperbolic knot.

When n = 2, the tunnel number of K2 is one. However, it is easy to see that K2

is not fibered, because its Alexander polynomial is 9t4−23t3+29t2−23t+9 which
is not monic [2, Proposition 8.16]. On the other hand, any torus knot is a fibered
knot [2, Corollary 4.11 and Theorem 5.1]. Hence, K2 cannot be a torus knot, and
thus it is a hyperbolic knot. □

Claim 3.5. Kn(p/q) is hyperbolic for all but finitely many p/q ∈ Q. In particular,
if n ≥ 4, then Kn(p/q) is hyperbolic for all p/q ∈ Q.

Proof. Since Kn is hyperbolic (Claim 3.4), Thurston’s hyperbolic Dehn surgery
theorem [18, 19] proves that all but finitely many Dehn surgeries on Kn yield
hyperbolic 3–manifolds. This establishes the first assertion. Furthermore, Wu
[20] shows that all nontrivial Dehn surgeries on Montesinos knots with more than
three rational tangles result in hyperbolic 3–manifolds. The establishes the second
assertion. □

It follows from Claims 3.2, 3.3 and 3.5 that for a given integer n > 1, we may
choose an even integer p so that a homology lens space Mn = Kn(p/q) enjoys the
required property.

This completes a proof of Theorem 1.1. □

Remark 3.6. Since π1(Kn(p/q)) has a generalized torsion element, it is not bi-
orderable.

Currently, when we restrict to hyperbolic case, our technique of constructing a
generalized torsion element based on singular spanning disk only can produce a
non-integral homology sphere; a generalized torsion obtained by this method is a
nontrivial torsion element of its homology.

Question 3.7. Does there exist a hyperbolic 3-manifold with torsion-free 1st ho-
mology group whose fundamental group has arbitrarily large rank and generalized
torsion? In particular, does there exist a hyperbolic integral homology sphere whose
fundamental group has arbitrarily large rank and generalized torsion?
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Recall that in our current knowledge, as for a bi-orderability of a knot group,
the Alexander polynomial plays a fundamental role; when K is fibered (more gen-
erally, when [G(K), G(K)] is residually torsion-free-nilpotent) and all the roots of
its Alexander polynomial ∆K(t) is positive real, then G(K) is bi-orderable, hence
in particular, G(K) has no generalized torsion [13].

Conversely, when K is fibered, more generally, rationally homologically fibered,
i.e. deg∆K(t) = 2g(K), and ∆K(t) has no positive real roots, then G(K) is not
bi-orderable [3, 4]. To prove non-bi-orderability, we usually construct a generalized
torsion element in the meta-abelian quotient G(K)/[[G(K), G(K)], [G(K), G(K)]],
with a help of the Alexander polynomial, providing a clue to find a generalized
torsion element of G(K) itself. Thus, from a bi-orderablity point of view, the
following counterpart of Question 3.7 is interesting.

Question 3.8. Does there exist a hyperbolic knot with trivial Alexander polynomial
whose fundamental group has arbitrarily large rank and generalized torsion?
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